For new publications, authors should carefully review the agreements sent to them by publishers to determine if the standard agreement allows them to post a copy of their work in an open-access repository, such as the USFSP Digital Archive. If the authors are uncertain, we recommend that they ask their publishers for clarification. We also recommend that authors review the SPARC Authors’ Addendum and consider negotiating for such rights with their publishers prior to publication. We have found that some publishers are receptive to allowing a copy of a post-print to be made available in an open-access repository following an embargo period of six to twelve months.

For previously published items, we have found that authors seldom retain a copy of their publisher’s agreement. In those cases, one of the tools at the disposal of authors to determine if their publishers will permit them to deposit a copy of the full-text of the publication in an open-access archive is the SHERPA/RoMEO database. The database summarizes publishers’ conditions and categorizes publishers by colors, indicating level of author rights. While the database is hosted by the University of Nottingham, it contains information about publishers from around the world, including most of the top academic journals frequently utilized within the United States. Users may search by journal title, International Standard Serial Numbers, or by the names of publishers. Search results (as shown in the example below) provide a summary of policies, with links to publishers’ websites and other sources of information.
Currently funded by JISC (http://www.jisc.ac.uk/), SHERPA/RoMEO is based at the University of Nottingham and has collaborative relationships with many international partners who contribute time and effort to developing and maintaining the service. The site makes it clear that “All information is correct to the best of our knowledge but should not be relied upon for legal advice.”

When in doubt, authors should always contact their publishers and ask about open-access posting of published materials.